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Large Language Models
• Large Language Models (LLMs) are a type of neural network trained on 

large amounts of unlabeled text using self-supervised learning.

• 100+ billion parameters in a transformer network – deep learning model 
for the processing of sequential input data

• Operates on sequences of ‘tokens’: 
• words, characters, or sub-words, depending on implementation
• represented as vectors in an n-dimensional space

• Model learns representation of language
• Stored as model parameters
• Concepts and meaning are represented in the relevant phase space, 

related concepts are closer aligned therein

• Many different LLMs available: ChatGPT, LaMDA, BLOOM, … 
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Source: Attention Is All You Need 

The Transformer – model architecture

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1706.03762.pdf


Already useful in HEP I
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Generate algorithm to match reconstructed jets to quarks.

Prompt and response:

Code output continued:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The result are models that are already very useful for HEP



Already useful in HEP II
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Find reference for RECAST Explain what ‘RECAST’ is
(analysis reinterpretation tool)



Already useful in HEP III
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Process ROOT TTree data format in Python

Output continued:



Already useful in HEP IV
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Generate ATLAS analysis template



What we would like: ChatHEP
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Large Language Models like ChatGPT can already provide utility for work in High Energy Physics. 
Particularly for less experienced collaborators.

We think however that LLMs utility in HEP can be improved.

What we would like them to be able to do

• Inform us about the current jet recommendations for ATLAS analyses

• Generate Monte Carlo Event Generator configuration files for specific 
Beyond Standard Model physics process

• Tell me how electrons are calibrated in my very specific analysis framework.

• Give me an example of running my exotic active learning tool

• Expertise in VHDL

• Reading and understanding electronic components datasheets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So large language models like ChatGPT are already useful for working in High Energy Physics, particularly if you are a less experienced, for an undergraduate student, or an early grad student.However, we would like them to be even more useful. We would like a ChatHEP, that can do things that are more particular to Particle Physics.For example, inforum us about specfics of our experiment, like what are the current jet performance recommendationsGenerate me a Monte Carlo Event generator configuration file for my specific BSM processOr provide expertise in VHDL for detector readout development



Conclusion
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!
• We expect LLMs to become a useful and common tool to help in computing and 

navigate information.

• We should make sure that we can take advantage of LLMs for particle physics 
efforts - by having a platform for training language models on our codes and 
other information.

• We propose to the P5 to include a LLM training platform in its recommendations 
that either leverages our existing computational infrastructure 
or is done in cooperation with the private sector.

• Expect the cost training such a model to be around 10 million USD, 
depending on model size and particularities of the training.



Thank you!
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